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Decentralization has been an important international development in large organizations, including those in the public sector, in recent years. The introduction of self-governing trusts in the U.K. National Health Service in the early 1990s serves as a paradigm case of public sector decentralization, managerialism and marketization. Local managers were able to develop their own employment arrangements in order to improve the recruitment, retention and deployment of labour. This article finds that pay initiatives were subverted by environmental constraints but change proceeded in the organization of working time. The findings have implications beyond the U.K. and health service context, notably the conceptual relevance of the “firm-in-sector” framework and the policy limits and potential of decentralization.

The decentralization of management authority and, with it, industrial relations, has been one of the most international and seemingly profound organizational developments over the past decade and more (Ferner and Hyman 1998). In the public sector, driven by fiscal crisis, governments have demanded greater cost-effectiveness and efficiency and sought to reproduce the fabled benefits of private-sector competition (Warrian 1996). Towards the end of the 1980s and early 1990s, it seemed as if almost all developed countries were in the grip of a new orthodoxy that demanded, if not the privatization of public services, the imposition of market relationships and tighter managerial control through decentralization (Traxler
This was especially true of countries such as the United States, Australia, Great Britain, New Zealand and some provinces of Canada, where governing parties were influenced by neo-liberal ideology (Goldenberg 1998). However, similar pressures were experienced in traditionally statist countries such as France (Arrowsmith and Mossé 2000) and in the heartlands of the Scandinavian social democratic model (Christensen and Laegreid 2001).

As one of the largest budgetary expenditures, the health sector was often in the van of reform (Pettigrew, Ferlie and McKee 1992). Indeed, the changes introduced into health care systems in the 1980s and 1990s bore many similarities across different countries, though, of course, important differences remain (Saltman 1997; Bach 2000). This internationalized policy process has been referred to as the “Enthoven phenomenon,” after the U.S. economist who popularized the idea of “managed markets” in health care services (Moran and Wood 1996). In this, the U.K. experience serves as a paradigmatic case. The Conservative governments of the 1980s and 1990s systematically tried to shift the National Health Service (NHS) from a traditional European approach, characterized by resource stewardship and professional appeasement, to embrace a decentralized model with U.S.-style cost-consciousness and corporate management. The major change was the transformation of hospitals and ambulance services in the NHS into self-managing trusts in the early 1990s. These “providers” of health care were separated from public authority control, which now became responsible for “purchasing” health care services within an “internal market.” This article examines what the trusts did with their new found “freedoms” in terms of the management of labour, focusing on the pay and working time arrangements of the largest staff groups. The results suggest that little happened in terms of local pay, but there is evidence of changes in approach to working time. These findings have wider theoretical and policy relevance in terms of the limits and possibilities of decentralization.

In the next section, we set the scene by briefly describing the context of the NHS reforms and the literature relating to their effects. Much of this is partial and atheoretical. We then set out our own conceptual and methodological approach. The following two sections present the empirical results in terms of pay and working time. As well as implications for academic research, the final section draws policy implications that are of wider relevance to large public sector organizations.

**CONTEXT AND RESEARCH DESIGN**

Conservative governments held office between 1979 and 1997 in the U.K. Their policy towards the public services was dictated by a perception
of “producer capture” and the need to re-assert managerial authority (Clark
2000). A principal mechanism of this was decentralization. The civil serv-
ice was fragmented into executive agencies and, in education, schools were
granted local management of staff and budgets. It was in the NHS, how-
ever, Britain’s largest and most geographically dispersed employer, that
the most radical changes were made. Successive initiatives culminated in
the 1990 NHS and Community Care Act, which introduced a division and
marketization of relations between health care “purchasers” and “provid-
ers” in the form of self-governing hospital, community care or ambulance
trusts. Each trust employed their staff directly and was entitled to deter-
mine their own industrial relations procedures and employment terms and
conditions. Although the Labour Government elected in 1997 abandoned
the so-called “internal market” and reinforced the national framework
within which trusts exercised their “local flexibility,” it retained this key
feature of the Conservative reforms (Pollock et al. 2001).

Early expectations, based on plans being developed by trust managers,
were that far-reaching changes in patterns of union recognition and pay
systems were likely to result from the initial shift to trust status (Corby
1991). This proved to be premature and an alternative view soon emerged
that managers would instead concentrate on short-term cost-cutting (Bach
and Winchester 1994). Empirical work generally supported this prognosis
(Bryson, Jackson and Leopold 1995; Buchan 1994; Lloyd and Seifert 1995;
Corby and Higham 1996), especially since there was very limited progress
on local pay bargaining or performance-related pay (Bryson, Jackson and
Leopold 1995; Bach 1995; Department of Health 1997; NHS Executive
1997; Grimshaw 2000). Pay decentralization was complicated by the
Transfer of Undertakings (TUPE) Regulations 1981,¹ which meant that
existing staff were entitled both collectively and individually to maintain
their national terms and conditions of employment. Many workers preferred
the apparent security of the national grade structures and the pay recom-
mendations of the national Pay Review Bodies, especially given union hos-
tility to local pay, and the trusts had little scope to introduce enhanced
terms and conditions to induce staff on to new local contracts. Financial
constraints and political and contractual uncertainty therefore promoted
continuity in human resource management (HRM) and labour relations
(Bach 1999).

¹. The Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment), or TUPE, Regulations 1981
were reluctantly enacted by the first Thatcher Government after the European Commis-
sion threatened legal action over the failure to implement the Acquired Rights Directive
of 1977. They require the automatic transfer of contracts of employment, collective agree-
ments and union recognition in the event of the sale or transfer of undertakings, busi-
nesses and parts of businesses.
However, the evidence of this article suggests that there were also significant changes that have been overlooked in the literature, above all in working time arrangements. Following the re-organization, there were concerted attempts by the trusts firstly to develop a general senior level policy role for HR and, secondly, to devolve operational responsibility to new clinical directorates (IRS 1996). This generally enhanced the credibility of the personnel function with local line management (Barnett et al. 1996). As a result, though institutional obstacles remained in the way of local pay, significant changes were able to be made elsewhere.

Part of the reason such developments have received little attention is the nature of the change and the research methods used. Industrial relations research, especially in the public sector, is often focused on issues that are formally bargained and policy-driven. Emergent changes to working-time patterns, which were often highly localized, even individualized, and did not always involve union representatives, were much less visible and controversial than the changes to pay and grading structures proposed in the 1990s. Furthermore, neither snapshot surveys nor individual case studies are sufficient to analyse extensive incremental change at the micro-level. Our research tried to address this by multiple case studies and a detailed survey repeated on an annual basis (see below).

Conceptually, this means we also need an understanding of “human resource management” (HRM) as well as industrial relations, to explore the realities of management decentralization in context. There are many definitions of HRM and the idea continues to be surrounded by controversy (Mabey, Salaman and Storey 1998; Purcell 1999). According to Guest’s (1987) influential model, however, its main dimensions involve the goals of integration (internal coherence; fit with strategic business plans and line managerial activity); employee commitment; flexibility; and quality. Essentially, this contrasts with the bureaucratic or routine servicing (“handmaiden”) style of traditional personnel management to which many large organizations, especially in the public sector, have long been attached (Storey 1992). One of the purposes of management decentralization in the NHS, a huge organization of around a million workers, where staffing accounts for three quarters of all costs, was to encourage the substitution of administrative personnel management with interventionist HRM (Nutley 1999; Ludbrook and Gordon 1999).

To analyse the diffusion of HRM in pay and working time arrangements we use the “firm-in-sector” analytical approach. This draws on contingency and neo-institutional theory to demonstrate how, at the level of the organization, choice is constrained by both internal capabilities and procedures, and the external environment (for more details, see Smith, Child and Rowlinson 1990; Arrowsmith and Sisson 1999; Hislop 2000). In an
important article, DiMaggio and Powell (1983) argued that convergence between organizations need not proceed through an evolutionary process of competitive elimination, but that “institutional isomorphism” can occur in three ways: “(1) coercive isomorphism that stems from political influence and the problem of legitimacy; (2) mimetic isomorphism resulting from standard responses to uncertainty; and (3) normative isomorphism, associated with professionalization” (DiMaggio and Powell 1983: 150, original emphases). Significantly, each of these three dimensions is present in the health sector context. NHS trusts remain dependent on the state for funding and are subject to various forms of central policy guidance and control; managerial networks and “benchmarking” are widely used; and managers and workforce alike possess a strong sense of occupational and sector identity.

However, consistency does not necessarily preclude independent change. In contrast to ideas of change as a planned process of leadership, the emergent model of change (see Wilson 1992; Pettigrew and Whipp 1993; Mintzberg, Ahlastrand and Lampel 1998) sees “change as driven from the bottom up rather than the top down, and stresses that change is an open-ended and continuous process of adaptation to changing conditions and circumstances” (Burns 1996: 13). The research hypothesis suggested by the literature and generated by our analytical approach was, therefore, that environmental uncertainty and sectoral tendencies towards isomorphism would likely subvert the centrally-driven policy of local pay, but need not preclude the emergence of bottom-up HR initiatives over working time. In Kanter, Stein and Jick’s (1992) terminology, the “bold stroke” approach to change would be less likely to succeed than the “long march.”

The particular research questions used to examine the impact of management decentralization in a large public-sector organization, focusing on continuity, and change in pay and working time arrangements, were grouped as follows:

— What was the extent of pay localization? What form did it take? What were the principle obstacles involved?

— What was the extent of other changes in employment, in particular working time arrangements? What form did the changes take? Why and how were they implemented?

The research involved survey data combined with multiple case studies, to capture the extensive and elaborate nature of pay and working-time change. There are strong technical arguments in favour of a multi-method approach to research, to combine the strengths of different means of data collection (Martin 1990). This is particularly so in industrial relations
research, since industrial relations is both an inter-disciplinary and an applied field (Kervin 2000: 539). Our survey was designed to broadly "map" developments in pay and working time by focusing on the main workplace occupational group in a large number of organizations over time. It was not intended for use in building statistical models. This is not just because of problems in identifying and measuring appropriate variables, something that is often hidden in the formalistic presentations of quantitative research (Morgan and Smircich 1980). More fundamentally, our view of reality is that it is much more complex than can be allowed for by the decontextualized application of statistical techniques, particularly where prior knowledge is incomplete. Here, case study material is especially valuable to enrich the survey data and provide insights that would not otherwise be available.

The survey was sent annually, with the co-operation of the NHS Executive, to the HR Director or equivalent in all of the 450 English NHS trusts. In the first year, 1995, 85 useable questionnaires were returned, and 68 in 1998. The response rate possibly reflects some trade-off with the depth of issues covered, and should be borne in mind in the discussion of the results. In 1995 the mean employment in the trusts covered by the survey was 2,239, with a total employment of 190,000; in 1998 mean employment was 2,236 and the total covered by the survey was 150,000. Overall, there are no significant differences between the two samples in terms of key indices such as trust size, region, services, competition or income trends. Some comparisons can therefore be made over time, especially to chart developments within the changing national context of an incoming Labour government (which might have contributed to the fall in response rate). However, for practical reasons, the main focus of the analysis is from 1998. Most questions refer to the largest occupational group in order to closely examine the main issues without making the questionnaire overly complex. For the large majority of respondents in 1998 (87 per cent), the largest group was nurses, including nursing support workers. There were also seven ambulance trusts represented in the sample, reporting on their paramedic and patient transport groups, and two trusts where "scientific and technical" or "support workers" formed the largest workforce group.

The second data source is a series of semi-structured interviews conducted in seven trusts in early 1998, some of which built on previous

2. The questionnaire amounted to 182 variables presented over six pages. The principal sections covered: background classificatory data; working time patterns of the largest workforce group; job grading and pay structures; changes in pay and hours of work of the largest workforce group; collective bargaining; cost and performance measures; and external benchmarking and networking arrangements.
interviews dating back to 1996. The trusts were selected from the survey returns to broadly represent different types of activity and characteristics, including as well as “mainstream” trusts, trusts identified from the survey responses and in the literature as “innovative” on issues such as performance pay. This approach was designed to capture some broad sense of developments in a range of contexts, rather than a purposive contingency sample. Though conceptually very appealing, this was practically difficult given multiple variables of, for example, trust size, age, region, services, leadership and strategy; especially since the divisionalization of trust organizational structures means there is likely to be increased diversity within as well as between NHS trusts (Ong 1998). The cases were therefore selected to provide a form of “theoretical sampling” rather than any strict notion of representativeness (Eisenhardt 1989: 537; Fincham 1994). The interviews explored the role of the HR function in the trust, and developments in pay, working time, work organization and relations with unions. Five general acute trusts, one ambulance service trust and one community health care trust were visited. Thirteen interviews were conducted with HR directors in each of the trusts and, where appropriate and feasible, local union representatives and other personnel specialists responsible for developing specific trust strategies such as local pay or process redesign. Relevant trust documents such as HR strategies, Reports to the Board and other HR Briefings were also consulted.

**PAY: THE LIMITS OF DECENTRALIZATION**

At one level, the impact of decentralization is clearly demonstrated by the marked growth in trust-specific employment contracts. At the time of the first survey in 1995, 89 per cent of respondents said that the contractual position of the majority of the largest workforce group was the national (“Whitley”3) terms and conditions. Only 11 per cent said that the majority position was one of contracts “shadowing Whitley,” and none reported having most employees on specifically trust terms and conditions.

3. National arrangements for consultation and the negotiation of employment terms and conditions are maintained by a series of functional “Whitley Councils.” J. H. Whitley was a Speaker of the House of Commons appointed in 1916 to lead a bipartite committee charged with investigating how relations could be improved between employers and workers. His name became synonymous with a collaborative approach to industrial relations, especially in the public sector, based on permanent joint bodies up to national level. Nurses’ and midwives’ pay is set by a national Pay Review Body, which makes recommendations to the government. From 1995 to 1997, a core percentage was awarded nationally with an additional amount to be negotiated locally. This attempt to stimulate local pay bargaining failed as trusts implemented very similar “top ups,” largely because of funding constraints.
By 1998, Whitley contracts were in the minority. Only 38 per cent had most of their largest workforce group with Whitley. In a further 40 per cent, most staff were employed on trust contracts which “mirrored” Whitley terms and conditions, but which provided for changes to be negotiated on a local basis. In the rest—five of the seven ambulance trusts and around one in seven trusts where nurses formed the largest group—respondents reported that most workers were now on substantially different trust contracts.

Although the growth of trust contracts was reflected in the wider use of job evaluation, which could be used as a building block for local pay, much of this applied only to new grades such as Health Care Assistants or to reorganized services affecting support staff. There was little evidence of job evaluation being used to affect the make up of pay in the larger staff groups. Whatever the main form of employment contract used, virtually all of the trusts in 1998 applied the national pay grades. Likewise, the survey recorded few other departures from national pay arrangements. The timing and level of the 1998 pay award was generally the same, including in different regions, whether or not staff were on local or national contracts. Moreover, few trusts linked the implementation of the award to other changes in pay, working time or other aspects of work organization more generally (table 1). Despite the growth in trust contracts in the intervening period, there were fewer attempts in 1998 than in 1995 to link the pay award to other changes in pay, benefits or work organization.

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Ambulance</th>
<th>Nurses</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(N = 3)</td>
<td>(N = 7)</td>
<td>(N = 79)</td>
<td>(N = 59)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other pay components</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic working hours</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other working time arrangements</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual holidays</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other employee benefits</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work reorganization, incorporating new technology</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work reorganization, not incorporating new technology</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local bargaining was much more evident in the ambulance trusts, reflecting the more homogeneous workforce and distinctive managerial style of the ambulance sector. In the ambulance trusts, four respondents reported that they consulted and negotiated with staff concerning the most recent pay increase and none said that they neither consulted nor negotiated. All negotiations involved a full-time union official, which is a likely indication of their substantive nature. In contrast, only seven hospital or community trusts reported having gone through both consultation and negotiation procedures. A further three had negotiated without prior consultation, and nine had consulted staff but not negotiated locally over the pay award. In the few cases where pay changes had involved some negotiation, only one in three required the services of a full-time union official.

The broad similarity of outcomes in pay and the limited nature of local bargaining in the hospital trusts reflect common financial constraints as well as trade-union opposition to local bargaining and the continued dominance of the national scene. Respondents were asked whether, apart from the outcome of national negotiations, other internal or external pressures were relevant to the decision to make the increase. For the nursing groups, answers were provided by all but five of the “Whitley” groups, all but three of which were “shadowing Whitley” and all except one of those largely on local contracts. The results show that resource considerations were vital to most of each type of trust (table 2). Revenue and cost considerations were important factors regardless of the contractual basis of employees, with those having most staff on independent contracts apparently facing very similar pressures and concerns to those fully committed to the Whitley arrangements. However, various labour market factors were more likely to be an issue in the trusts with mostly local contracts, even if they were as yet unable to have fully developed their own responses in terms of setting pay.

Apart from the pay round itself, the limited impact of local pay was also illustrated by the fact that earnings differences tended to reflect traditional pay components rather than rewards for performance, skills or competencies. As will be shown later, overtime remained a significant factor, as were additional payments for shift or “unsocial hours” working, and

4. The management style of the ambulance sector was widely regarded as more confrontational than other parts of the NHS. The ambulance service was the responsibility of local authorities until 1974. Pay was based on low hourly rates plus extensive overtime and allowances until a salary restructuring initiative in 1986. The unions continued to push for comparability with the fire service and police, with employers insisting that emergency response was only one aspect of their work. This culminated in a six month dispute in 1989–90 which the then NHS Chief Executive claimed “concentrated minds and gave the impetus that was needed” to subsequent reorganization initiatives (Nichol 1992: 153).
enhancements for length of service (table 3). Merit pay and pay related to individual appraisal were reported in only a few cases, reflecting union opposition and practical problems of measuring staff performance for pay purposes (Arrowsmith et al. 2001). In the case of nurses, appraisal pay was found in two of the nine trusts where most were on specific trust contracts (22 per cent), and only one (4 per cent) of those following Whitley and two (8 per cent) of those shadowing Whitley (x², 2df, p = n.s.). However, only one respondent indicated either merit pay or appraisal related pay to be a “most important” factor explaining earnings differences, suggesting that the sums involved were relatively small. Furthermore, all but one of the respondents with appraisal pay reported that it covered only a small minority of the workforce. In answer to a separate question, there was also only two cases of collective incentives applied to work groups.

The survey evidence therefore suggested that there had been very little localization of pay, despite the growth of trust employment contracts. In the case study interviews, we explored why this was the case. Of the seven trusts visited in 1998, four had not implemented local pay, outside of senior management, in any significant way. One of these (Acute 1) found its initiatives in this area frustrated by various internal and external pressures, while others (Acutes 2, 3 and 4) had chosen after early consideration to refocus activity elsewhere. One trust (Community 1) had made some progress but had not achieved its ambition to introduce performance pay. The other two trusts (Ambulance 1 and Acute 5) had introduced more or less comprehensive local pay initiatives, the latter being widely regarded as a “flagship trust” in local pay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Whitley</th>
<th>Shadowing Whitley</th>
<th>Trust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee performance</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in RPI</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment and retention</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay cf. other trusts</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay cf. non-NHS employers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee expectations</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade union pressure</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2
Relevant Local Considerations in the 1998 Pay Award for Nurses, by Contractual Status of the Majority of Nurses in the Trust, per cent
A major obstacle to the implementation of local pay was that most of the trusts did not have the financial reserves to bear transitional costs. In addition, contracts for services with purchasers were normally renewed on an annual basis, making the context for planning major change extremely difficult. Nevertheless, in Acute 1, senior managers were initially enthusiastic and joined a consortium of trusts to commission a job evaluation system as a first step in developing local pay arrangements. The application of the scheme to a range of different staff groups proved logistically complex and daunting, however. Other delays resulted from concerns raised by the trade unions, reflecting their national policy of opposition to local pay, and practical difficulties, which the finance department faced in cost-ing out a provisional reward package developed by an HR project team. In the end, the initiative was overtaken by events. Locally, as in some of the other trusts, the question of a merger had been raised, something which the development of a trust-specific pay system could only complicate. Nationally, the uncertainty surrounding the Conservative government’s prevarication over local pay, reflected in its pay restraint policy and its failure to dismantle the national Whitley system, was exacerbated by the prospect of a Labour government pledged to return to national pay arrangements. Faced with competing demands and priorities, there was no real champion of local pay at board level and the issue was eventually put to one side.

The context of practical local difficulties and national uncertainty also led to early plans for local pay being shelved in most of the other trusts. The fact that staff were able to stay with Whitley meant that the local pay package had to be particularly attractive to induce sufficiently large numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Ambulance (%)</th>
<th>Nurses (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shift premiums</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsocial hours</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit pay</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual appraisal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of service</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills/qualifications</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
on to local terms and conditions. However, running a significantly different trust package alongside even a minority of staff on Whitley was also recognized as divisive in care terms. The potential costs and complexity of introducing wider moves to local pay was also demonstrated in Acute 3 by a pilot project relating to “ward stewards,” which consumed considerable management time even though it affected only one per cent of the trust workforce. Similar difficulties were experienced by Community 1, where efforts to introduce a “performance element” to the local pay scheme was frustrated by complexities of design and implementation, particularly skills profiling, as well as the changing political context at national level. Even in Acute 5, which had managed to introduce a comprehensive local pay system with integrated scales and performance based progression, there was a feeling of exasperation within the HR team that local pay had consumed a major amount of resources and time without demonstrating significant outcomes in terms of costs, productivity, or staff retention. Such frustrations encouraged HR managers to redirect their energies elsewhere. In the words of one of the management team (a “Remuneration Development Adviser”) from Acute 2:

> We thought, what’s the point spending a lot of time working on this sort of thing... our resources are much better channelled down other avenues…. Whereas two or three years ago we were saying what we really want is local pay, a single pay spine, we wanted to evaluate jobs... we didn’t progress that very far. We’ve taken the initiative off pay really and off looking at local arrangements, to look at what people are doing and how they are doing it, and the hours they are doing it for and those kind of issues.

These sentiments were echoed by the HR director of the longest-established trust visited, Acute 4, where an early decision had been made to stick with Whitley despite its acknowledged complexity, rigidities and inequities. Local pay was seen as unnecessarily destabilizing, particularly given the financial structures governing the trust’s operations. Senior management felt that at least some staff would feel threatened by pay localization and, by reassuring them on pay, real gains could be made elsewhere to deliver the trust’s targets on costs, efficiency and quality of care:

> It’s important not to get too excited about the amount of local (pay) flexibility you’ve got on paper…. One of the things we are trying to encourage is a feeling of stability and security and not rocking too many boats unnecessarily... I think that local flexibility on pay is, to an extent, a red herring—local flexibility on work organization is what I think is really important.

5. The historical functional separation of the Whitley system and the Pay Review Bodies meant that pay evolved at different rates for different occupational groups, leading to successful union claims over equal pay for work of equal value in the 1990s.
Not surprisingly, flexibility in working time has long been an important management concern in a service that is both continuous and subject to varying levels of demand. Working time arrangements have also become increasingly important in staff recruitment and retention (Audit Commission 1997). With pressures of local pay receding with the election of a Labour government in 1997, trust HR professionals were arguably better placed instead to help develop initiatives over working time.

**WORKING TIME: SQUARING THE CIRCLE**

The survey results identified few changes so far as the basic working week was concerned. In nursing, virtually all trusts in 1998 had a recognized 37.5-hour standard workweek, including every one of those with most staff on trust contracts. In the ambulance trusts, four respondents had a 40-hour basic, two had a 42-hour week, and one had a 39-hour standard working week. There was also still a great deal of overtime working. In 1998, the difference in worked time between the highest and lowest earning full-time workers averaged 15 hours a week. Seventeen respondents also reported that at least some staff typically worked in excess of 48 hours a week, the target “ceiling” of the 1998 Working Time Regulations that implemented the EU Working Time Directive of 1993. In fact, this figure increased from 1995, when only seven trusts reported such regular long hours working, reflecting internal pressures on staffing levels and difficulties in meeting recruitment needs.

There were significant changes nonetheless made to improve flexibility and reduce overtime costs. A number of trusts mentioned shift working as an important recent change to their working time arrangements (table 4). By far the main shift pattern has become a rotating mixture of “earlies,” “lates” and “nights.” In 1998, all seven ambulance trusts used this pattern, with five indicating that it was the most important. Where nurses formed the largest workforce group, this mixed shift pattern was used by 49 of the 59 trusts—up from 1995 when just over half reported its use—and 36 indicated it to be the most important arrangement. Other changes made in recent years were the increased employment of temporary workers and revised annual holidays, usually the consolidation of the NHS’s two extra statutory days holiday into normal leave. However, the most common change, at least for nurses, was an increase in part-time working. This was also seen as by far the most important of all the changes made. Other forms of increased working time flexibility were variants of “annualized hours” contracts. Five trusts had annual hours arrangements for their largest workplace group in 1995. In 1996 and 1997, one in ten trusts reported having annual hours; by 1998, this had increased to one in five, notwithstanding
the opposition of the Royal College of Nurses (RCN). There was also an increase in the number with “min-max” arrangements, whereby employees varied their weekly standard hours, rising from around a third of trusts in 1995 to 43 per cent in 1998.

TABLE 4

Recent Working Time Changes Reported in 1998

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Ambulance (%)</th>
<th>Nurses (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase in basic hours</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in basic hours</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More part-time work</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More temporary working</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More shift-working</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less shift-working</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible hours over the week</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual hours</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorter working week</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero hours contracts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in annual holidays</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Respondents were asked which objectives and considerations, apart from developments at national level, had influenced the most recent changes in working time. Achieving greater flexibility and reducing costs were among the main factors. Recruitment and retention were also very important, especially for nurses and for trusts with most on local contracts. Reflecting earlier observations about the most recent changes in pay, respondents in these trusts were more likely to refer to labour market pressures in the development of part-time and shiftwork arrangements. Three quarters of respondents from trusts where most nurses were on local contracts gave recruitment and retention as a very important reason for the most recent changes in working time, compared with two thirds of those which were shadowing Whitley, and 57 per cent of those where most of the nursing workforce was still on Whitley contracts ($\chi^2$, 4df, $p = n.s$). In fact, the trusts that had moved away from Whitley tended to lead the changes to shift arrangements and the balance between full- and part-time
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6. The RCN is the professional association and union for nurses. It currently has over 300,000 members, an increase of some 40 per cent over twenty years (Kessler and Heron 2001).
employees. Around 56 per cent of the trusts with Whitley arrangements had made some recent change to working time, compared to 63 per cent of those shadowing Whitley and nearly three quarters of those in which most nurses were on local terms and conditions ($x^2, 2\text{df}, p = \text{n.s.}$). The expansion of part-time working in particular was mentioned by 56 per cent with nurses on mainly local contracts, 44 per cent where most were “shadowing Whitley,” but by only 17 per cent of trusts with a majority of nurses with Whitley. This is not because the latter already had a particularly high proportion of part-time nursing staff: trusts still with Whitley had an average 31 per cent of nurses part-time, the same figure as those with the majority of nurses on their own terms and conditions.

The survey evidence therefore suggested that the trusts were trying to reduce the extent and costs of high levels of overtime working by introducing greater flexibility in working time, especially changes to shift patterns, including annualization of hours, and expanding part-time work. The expansion of part-time working in particular seemed to reflect a concern to widen the pool of available labour and improve recruitment and retention. In the case studies we were keen to explore why the changes had been made, and how HR had managed the process, both vertically (through relations with unions and directly with employees) and horizontally (with line management). The significance of changes in shift patterns emerged in the interviews with both our ambulance and nursing trust respondents. The former was a fourth wave trust servicing a large metropolitan area with a total staff of around 1100 including paramedics and transport staff. Historically, drivers worked one of two main shift patterns, 7 A.M. to 7 P.M. and 7 P.M. to 7 A.M. The problem was that these times did not always coincide with demand, typically Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights. Just over a year before the research, after many meetings with both staff and union representatives, management had introduced a range of new shift starting times (4 P.M., 5 P.M. and 6 P.M.), coupled with arrangements to vary the length of the basic working week (42 or 39 hours). The breakthrough in shift patterns also allowed management to make significant progress on the issue of standby. Again, historically, crews waited in the station for emergency calls. Instead of being located exclusively at their base, it was accepted that ambulances could now be positioned nearer to where it could be predicted that accidents and emergencies were more likely to happen. Two factors were important in overcoming initial opposition from the ambulance crews. One was the evidence from the trust’s investment in information technology. This was capable of plotting where ambulances were stationed relative to accident location, which was important in proving the need for stand-by arrangements, and it could predict much more accurately the shifting patterns of demand for services more generally. The other was a willingness to accommodate employee concerns through the
process of negotiation with union representatives. Individual stations and employees were not all required to go over to new shift arrangements. In a workforce of around 600, it was emphasized, exceptions could be accommodated. In addition, to meet staff concerns about security, it was also agreed that standbys would be used on a general basis only until 10 P.M. Thereafter, they were restricted to hospitals and healthcare premises.

Changing shift patterns were also strongly in evidence in several of the trusts where nurses made up the largest workforce group. Most significantly, management in three of the acute hospital trusts had introduced shift rotation for the bulk of their nurses. Rather than working a regular pattern of fixed shifts such as “days” or nights,” in the words of one of our respondents, “they all do nights; they all do weekends; they all do days.” In effect, they had achieved a core of nurses working on a rotating basis supported by nurses working part-time at weekends or on days. Crucially, this was managed on a gradual basis and no one was compelled to change. The main benefits cited were the greater flexibility it gave to ward managers in labour scheduling; continuity of care; employee morale, as it was suggested that staff exclusively working nights were felt to enjoy something of a double unfair advantage in terms of less work and higher pay; and improved opportunities for staff training and development, especially for those previously on permanent nights.

The interviews also suggested that the survey might have under-reported the scale of the changes in working time. In the community health trust, there had been experiments with what was in effect an annual-hours arrangement. The HR Director stressed that it could not be called an annual-hours arrangement, however, because of the formal national opposition of the RCN. Yet, in effect, this was more or less to what it amounted to given that the patterns of District Nurses working at night were now more effectively organized around care needs, with one of the incentives for staff being extra leave. It was a new initiative, the HR Director emphasized, that simply could not have been introduced under Whitley arrangements. No one was compelled to go on to the new arrangement, which was agreed on an individual basis with staff. The local union representative had been consulted and in turn she maintained close consultation with the staff. Having no complaints over the proposals and with reassurances over the voluntary approach, it did not become an issue that required a full-time union official to be involved.

As already indicated, often accompanying the introduction of shift rotation for full-time nurses was the encouragement of part-time arrangements. Here, two kinds of flexibility were at work. One was the need of management to get improved cover for critical periods. The other was the need to offer nursing staff “family-friendly” working hours as a means of
recruitment and retention. In the case of Acute 2, for example, part-time work was supplemented by “additional hours” through an internal bank as a cost-effective form of working time flexibility. However, it was also viewed as a “family friendly” means of attracting and retaining the “women returner” workforce who could be offered a guaranteed floor of hours with the option of further work at hours to suit. In Acute 5, around 40 workers were employed on contracts that guaranteed them a minimum of 1000 hours per year. These could be called in as required, within certain limits around individual circumstances and commitments agreed in advance. In another of the acute hospital trusts, part-time work was explicitly linked to a “return to nursing” programme to encourage nurses to return to work after having left to have children or for other reasons. This included offering potential returners enough work each year to maintain their nursing registration so that they could eventually return if they wanted.

The fact of increased part-time working shown in the survey results does not therefore do justice to HR efforts to reconcile competing demands and develop a forward-looking approach in collaboration with line management colleagues, to meet operational needs, and through consultation with the workforce, as a “family friendly” initiative. These initiatives were rolled down from trust level HR but were also developed by line managers within the directorates. In one case, both the HR director and the chief nurse made a point of emphasizing that they could not easily describe in detail the patterns of part-time that had emerged because organizing shift patterns was now very much an issue for the ward managers. For example, they argued, some ward managers may have continued with 12-hour shifts, but they would not know without checking payroll records if one or two nurses were involved. Moreover, it did not necessarily follow that the time would be split equally if two nurses were involved—it could be that one did seven hours and the other five, for example. Interviews with staff representatives confirmed that the arrangement of working time patterns, above all, for part-time staff, had effectively become a one-to-one “negotiation” between individual nurses and the ward managers. Union representatives only got involved if there was a particular problem or if there was a major issue of principle at stake, circumstances that had been the exception rather than the rule for some time.

In their relationships with line management, the HR function enjoyed two advantages. The first was that in a service compartmentalized into separate and often conflicting professional interests, they were often able to credibly present an overall view. The second is that they have a premium of the skills required to make significant changes in working arrangements, helping to extend the HR sphere of influence. Directorate HR managers had a dual role in firstly servicing the line, helping them to
develop appropriate responses to recruitment problems or in their efforts to improve labour flexibility in the wards, and secondly in cascading trust level HR policies so that a more formalized HR perspective was brought to bear on the HR activities of line managers. As a result, the distinction between line and HR initiatives was very often blurred in reality. The experience of the HR Director of the second acute trust particularly illustrates this point. How she exercised influence in a highly decentralized system was informative. First, and most importantly, initiatives were always identified as emanating from senior line management regardless of her own input. Second, the personnel officers in each of the directorates acted as agents of central HR. Third, the senior management team was persuaded to introduce what was in effect a “management of change” reporting system to avoid embarrassing inconsistencies across the directorates, and if she was unhappy with anything, she could take it to the management committee. Fourth, she also persuaded the management team to fund a full-time union convenor post, which meant that she had access to a staff voice on most personnel issues before any contentious points could be reached. Several other senior HR managers also argued that a closer integration of HR and line management activity had emerged in recent years, demonstrated by the role the HR function was given in the management of major change. As a result, operational changes in services were more likely to be associated with flexible working time initiatives such as annual hours, part-time work or changes to shift arrangements. In Acute 2, for example, the HR Director assumed responsibility for commissioning a £60 million investment in a new facility. As an HR-led initiative, there was a direct advisory role for HR in the arrangement of services and work organization in the new building. Likewise, in Acute 3, the HR function had a wide-ranging responsibility in change management, in partnership with Finance, of a large-scale “hospital process redesign” (HPR) programme. The aim of HPR is to critically review current processes, such as Accident and Emergency admittance or procurement procedures, with a view to streamlining operations for “patient-focused” care. The HPR initiative in Acute 3, ongoing for a year at the time of the research, was said to have helped make clinicians reconsider how work is organized, facilitating the development and implementation of the trust’s HR agenda. As the HR “Information and Workforce Planning” manager explained:

HPR is turning out to be the catalyst of change within HR itself... when you are going through a process you might be looking at things like annualized hours in Accident and Emergency or in XYZ department. So HPR should be the drive behind a lot of the HR initiatives and be the excuse for a lot of these initiatives to actually be taken up in the different areas... HPR will certainly involve HR implementation, the implementation of a lot of HR initiatives.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

A major objective underlying the creation of NHS trusts was to devolve responsibility for HRM, especially in pay matters, to local level. The failure of local pay was due to contingencies outside of the control of local trust managers relating to the financial and contracting environment and the perpetuation of the national industrial relations frameworks. Senior managers were also consumed with issues such as trust mergers and generally did not want to provoke confrontation with the main staff groups, partly perhaps because of schooling in the traditions of the “model employer” (Kelliher 1998). An important point, however, which has largely been overlooked in the literature on HRM in the NHS, is that these constraints did not necessarily lead to the marginalization of HR within the trusts. Nor did it preclude significant change from emerging, particularly over working-time initiatives in which the role of local HR was enhanced in more subtle ways by developing relationships with line management. Furthermore, these changes were diffused throughout the trusts as a result of HR “benchmarking” and managerial networks. In this sense, the process of isomorphism acted to subvert the top-down initiative of local pay, but tended to disseminate the bottom-up initiatives over working time. This has implications for policy and future research that are relevant beyond the immediate context of the study’s sector and country focus.

The first concerns the focus of academic research and the role of the HR function. A common view of public sector HRM is that it is subservient, cost-driven and slow to introduce change because of a politicized environment that lacks a market dynamic (Oswick and Grant 1996; Boyne, Jenkins and Poole 1999). Our results suggest that this might only be true if the focus is on formal collective bargaining. Trusts were able to develop local initiatives over working time, in particular over shift patterns, flexible working and part-time working, through the collaboration of line management and HR and in direct consultation with staff. These were often developed at ward level and established incrementally. Research might therefore benefit from a wider view of “strategic choice,” which does not necessarily involve the formulation and subsequent directive implementation of “first order” decisions (Purcell 1989). A “processual” perspective takes account of emerging strategy that is not necessarily pre-defined and
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7. See Arrowsmith and Sisson (1999) for further details. The number of trusts that benchmarked an overall measure of performance doubled between 1995 and 1998 to 35 per cent. In answer to a separate question, 25 per cent of respondents in 1998 said that they used benchmarking exercises over pay, and 19 per cent said that benchmarking results influenced changes to working time. Most of the case study trusts also reported developing informal local networks of senior HR managers.
articulated but develops as managers try to make sense of complex and uncertain situations (Mintzberg and Walters 1985; Pettigrew 1997). This approach could be useful in developing a “firm-in-sector” understanding of the constraints and possibilities offered by decentralization within large organizations.

The second implication relates to policy. Decentralization does not solve problems in itself (Hales 1999). In fact, in pay terms, there is a particular logic in having national rather than local arrangements in a large public-service organization such as the NHS. The reality is that the labour markets for the key professional groups are shaped by the policies of national government rather than local employers. Trade unions are well established and, far from being fragmented by local bargaining, became united by their opposition to local pay. There are economies of scale and fewer transaction costs in having national pay determination arrangements. There is a political desire to avoid an emerging “two-tier” service of local winners and losers. From a managerial point of view, a (reformed) national pay process also has the potential advantage of removing one of the most complex and contentious issues from the local bargaining agenda, freeing managers to focus on meeting the requirements of the service (Sisson 1987). All of this is implicitly recognized in the latest U.K. government proposals on reforming NHS pay, which advocates a simplified national framework (Department of Health 1999). It is a lesson learned the hard way in the U.K. that might be especially useful to policymakers and industrial relations practitioners elsewhere. At the same time, even with the distraction of local pay, decentralization served to stimulate broader change over work organization and working time, in part through new roles for the HR function.
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RÉSUMÉ

La décentralisation dans le secteur public : le cas du Service national de santé du Royaume-Uni

La décentralisation de l’autorité du management, et avec elle les relations industrielles, est l’un des développements des organisations possiblement dès plus profond et dès plus international, cela incluant le secteur public, au cours de la dernière décennie et plus. Vers la fin de 1980 et au début des années 1990, c’était comme si tous les pays développés étaient aux prises avec une nouvelle orthodoxie qui exigait, si ce n’était pas la privatisation des services publics, l’imposition des rapports de marché et un contrôle managérial plus serré via la décentralisation. Étant l’un des postes budgétaires le plus lourd, le secteur de la santé se retrouvait souvent à l’avant garde de la réforme. L’expérience du Royaume-Uni tient lieu d’un cas à caractère paradigmatique. Cet article analyse ce que des « fiducies » nouvelles et quasi-indépendantes du service de santé ont fait de leur liberté nouvellement acquise dans le domaine de la gestion du travail, en se centrant sur la rémunération et l’aménagement du temps de travail des groupes les plus nombreux de salariés. Pour étudier la réalité de la décentralisation de la gestion, on a ciblé la gestion des ressources humaines (GRH) et aussi les relations du travail. Les résultats nous permettent de constater que l’incertitude de l’environnement et les tendances sectorielles vers l’isomorphisme ont perverti la politique de rémunération inspirée par l’instance centrale, sans cependant empêcher l’émergence d’initiatives à l’égard du temps de travail originant de la base en matière de ressources humaines.

La recherche consistait en une cueillette de données, associée à de nombreuses études de cas, pour saisir la nature élaborée et vaste du changement dans la rémunération et dans le temps-travail. L’enquête a été
communiquée à chaque année, avec la collaboration de l’exécutif du National Health Service (NHS), au directeur des ressources humaines ou à son homologue dans les 450 nouvelles « fiducies » du NHS. La plupart des questions renvoient à la catégorie occupationnelle la plus vaste en vue d’analyser de près les principaux enjeux sans rendre le questionnaire trop complexe. La plus grande partie des répondants de l’année 1998 (87 %) était celle des infirmières, incluant le personnel de support affecté aux soins. La seconde source de données provenait d’une série d’entrevues semi-dirigées effectuées dans sept fiducies au début de 1998, quelques unes parmi celles-ci basées sur des entrevues antérieures effectuées en 1996. Les fiducies étaient choisies à partir des retours d’enquête de façon à représenter largement différents types de caractéristiques et d’activités.

Sous un aspect, l’influence de la décentralisation est nettement documentée par la croissance marquée des contrats d’emploi spécifiques aux fiducies et de l’évaluation des postes. Cependant, presque toutes les fiducies en 1998 appliquaient les échelles nationales de salaires qui continuaient d’exister sous la législation de protection de l’emploi au moment de la mutation des employés. Également, l’enquête révélait quelques autres écarts des aménagements nationaux de la rémunération. Le moment et le niveau de compensation qui prévalaient en 1998 demeuraient généralement les mêmes, de même que dans les différentes régions, que le personnel soit assujetti ou non à des contrats nationaux ou locaux. En dehors de la « ronde » de rémunération elle-même, l’influence limitée de la rémunération locale s’expliquait plutôt par le fait que les différences dans les gains tendaient à refléter les éléments traditionnels de la rémunération au lieu des ajustements pour le rendement, les habiletés et les compétences. La rémunération au mérite et celle associée à l’appréciation individuelle étaient mentionnées dans quelques cas seulement, traduisant ainsi l’opposition du syndicat et les problèmes pratiques inhérents à la mesure du rendement du personnel pour des fins de rémunération. De plus, tous les répondants, sauf un, qui ont fait l’objet d’une rémunération tenant compte d’une appréciation ont mentionné que cela concernait un petite minorité de la main-d’œuvre.

Une embûche importante à la mise en place de la rémunération locale résidait dans le fait que les fiducies ne disposaient pas de réserves budgétaires pour supporter les coûts de transition. De plus, des contrats de services avec des fournisseurs étaient habituellement reconduits sur une base annuelle, rendant ainsi extrêmement pénible l’occasion de planifier un changement majeur. Les fusions locales de fiducies venaient compliquer l’élaboration de systèmes de rémunération spécifiques à chaque fiducie. Au plan national, l’incertitude entourant les tergiversations d’un gouvernement Conservateur à l’endroit de la rémunération locale se trouvait
exacerbée par la perspective d’un gouvernement Travailliste prônant le retour à des aménagements nationaux de rémunération.

On observa néanmoins des changements importants dans le sens d’une amélioration de la flexibilité et la réduction des coûts du temps supplémentaire. Le changement le plus important et le plus habituel, du moins pour les infirmières, se manifestait dans un accroissement du travail à temps partiel. D’autres types d’accroissement de la flexibilité au plan de l’aménagement du temps de travail consistaient dans la mise en place du travail posté et des variations des contrats dits « d’heures annulées ». L’augmentation du travail à temps partiel visait à élargir le réservoir de main-d’œuvre disponible et à améliorer le recrutement et la rétention du personnel. Dans bien des cas, l’aménagement du temps de travail, plus précisément pour les travailleurs à temps partiel, devenait effectivement une négociation « cas par cas » entre les infirmières individuelles et les directeurs de salles. Les représentants syndicaux s’impliquaient seulement lorsque qu’un problème inusité se présentait ou lorsque qu’une question de principe devenait un enjeu.

Un objectif important qui servait d’assise à la création de fiducies consistait dans la délégation de responsabilités au service de GRH, plus particulièrement en matière de rémunération au niveau local. L’échec de la rémunération locale était attribué à des événements hors du contrôle des directeurs des fiducies en autant que le contexte financier et celui de la négociation étaient concernés, de même que la continuité des termes de références en matière de relations du travail à l’échelle nationale. Les directeurs plus âgés étaient aussi accaparés par des enjeux de l’ordre, par exemple, des fusions de fiducies et ces derniers ne voulaient habituellement pas s’engager dans une confrontation avec les catégories principales de l’effectif. Cependant, et ce point a été négligé dans les écrits, ces contraintes n’ont pas engendré une marginalisation des RH au sein des fiducies. Elles n’ont pas empêché non plus l’émergence de changements importants, particulièrement au plan des initiatives en matière de temps de travail, dans lesquelles se trouvait revalorisé de manière subtile le rôle des RH dans leurs rapports avec la ligne hiérarchique. De plus, ces changements se sont produits à travers les fiducies comme le résultat de réseaux de direction et d’une avancée de la part des RH. En ce sens, le processus d’isomorphisme œuvrait de façon à renverser l’initiative du sommet vers la base en matière de rémunération locale, mais il tendait par contre à diffuser les initiatives de la base vers le sommet en matière de temps de travail.

Tout ceci aura beaucoup d’impact sur la politique et la recherche dans le futur, impact qui demeurera significatif au-delà du contexte de l’objet de l’étude à l’échelle sectorielle ou nationale. Une idée largement répandue est à l’effet que la GRH du secteur public est complaisante, obsédée par
les coûts, et lente à introduire des changements parce qu’il s’agit là d’un environnement fortement politisé, qui échappe à la dynamique des forces du marché. Nos données recueillies laissent croire que cela peut être juste seulement lorsque le centre d’intérêt devient la négociation collective. Une deuxième implication ou impact a trait à la politique publique. La décentralisation ne règle pas le problème en lui-même. De fait, et dans des termes de rémunération, il existe une logique particulière à disposer d’aménagements nationaux plutôt que locaux dans les grandes organisations du secteur public. Cependant, cela pourrait susciter un changement plus marqué à la fois sur l’organisation du travail et le temps de travail, en partie par le biais de nouveaux rôles pour la fonction RH.